Iranian Medals and Decorations

2500 years Anniversary of Iranian Kingdom Medal
Order of Azarabadegan

Commemorative to celebrate Reza Shah's 100th

2500 years Anniversary of Persian Kingdom Medal
Coronation Commemorative Medal

Coronation Miniature Medal Commemorative
Homayoun Medal (Right) – Haft Peykar (Left)

Medal for the 28th of A-Mordad (Right)  Pahlavi Homayoun Medal 1st Class  
gold plated Silver (Left)

LAND REFORMS DECORATION (ESLAAHAAT - E – ARAAZI)
Medal of Bravery 1318 AH

Military order of Merit (Left) Military Order of Sepah (Two rights)

Military Order of Zolfaghar
Ministry of Education Medal

Iran Ghajar Naser Al Din Shah Commemorative Bronze Medal

Order of Aaftaab Diamond Set
Iran Pahlavi era Order of Aryamehr
Order of Aghdas

Iran Pahlavi Order of Haft Peykar Grand Cross Set
Iran Pahlavi Order Of Homayoun Special Class Commander (Top)
Iran Ghajar Order of Lion and Sun Mohammad Ali Shah Standing Lion
ORDER OF MERIT (NISHAN - I -LIAQAT)

Order of Pahlavi

Iran Order of Pahlavi Grand Cross Set of Insignia including the collar. This is the first type Reza Shah I era collar with dark blue enamel.
Order of Pas (Left) - Order of Red Lion & Sun (Right)

Order of Science - order of Sepah - Order of Taj (Kajar)

Order of Service (Pahlavi)
Ghajar Era large Miniature of the Order of Taj

Order of the 28th of A-Mortat (Right)

ORDER OF THE CROWN (TAJ ORDER)
ORDER OF THE LION & SUN (NISHAN I HOMAYOUN) Series
Grand Cross set (Current Palhavi era type); sash badge & breast star, silver, smooth rays and painted enamel medallion

ORDER OF THE LION & SUN (NISHANSHIR I KHORSAD)

Commander’s Badge; breast badge, silver brilliant cut (Right) Commander’s Badge; breast badge, silver brilliant cut, centre medallion enamel painted (standing lion with sword!), (Left)
Grand Officer’s - Complete set; neck badge and breast star, silver brilliant cut, with painted enamel medallions, with 5 resp. 7 small green enameled rays

Grand Officer’s Star, silver brilliant cut, with painted enamel medallion, with 7 green enameled rays
Officer’s Badge, silver brilliant cut, center medallion of very fine quality enamel painted, with 5 points, 5 green enamel rays, with ornament above and suspension ring with original ribbon and rosette

Medal of the order, silver-gilt

Order of the Lion and Sun
Order of the Lion and Sun, Military Division, superior grade of Aghdas (the most sacred), gold and diamond set badge - Qajar

Order of the Taj

Order of Zolfaghar
Reza Shah Sport Medal

Satar Khan Medal

Shahbanu Farah's Birthday commemorative order
THE ORDER OF GLORY (NISHAN - I - IFTIKHAR)